SIMPLIFY YOUR LIFESTYLE

PERFORMANCE
IMAGING IS
UNIQUE
Industry Leading Design & Documentation
Industry Award Winning Technical Designs
Industry Award Winning Installations
Platinum & Diamond Level Dealer
15 Years Consecutively
Over 20 Years In Business
Experience To Get The Job Done

Our range of expertise encompasses the full range of electronic and electrical systems. This enables us to plan and design
comprehensively to ensure the utmost in performance, simplicity and safety.
By doing up front design, documentation, and engineering, we
provide a “Road-Map” of where we started and where we are going, which ultimately makes any project more efficient.
From needs analysis to design, engineering, project management, installation, programming & graphic design, and 24/7/365
service, Performance Imaging offers a “One-Stop Shopping” solution to service all of our clients needs.
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ELEVATE YOUR
LIFESTYLE THROUGH
INTUITIVE CONTROL
We believe marine grade craftsmanship and execution
should go into every detail of your property’s integration
project from start to finish. It’s all in the details.
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SEAMLESS
INTEGRATION
Entertainment Anywhere. Walk into a room, touch a
button on a wall-mounted touchscreen and your choice
of music from virtually any source starts playing.
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Spotify, Pandora, XM, iHeartRadio, Soundcloud, it’s like having a
personalized music butler in every room. You can even hear different musical selections in different areas of your home simultaneously. Indoors, outdoors, in the shower or the driveway, tell
us what you want and it’s done. It will be carefully planned with
performance, appearance and craftsmanship in mind.
Our in-house engineers and designers will systematically architect all the electronic components considering the design aesthetics and the environment they live in, all seamlessly presented to enhance the ease of use.
PERFORMANCEIMAGING.NET
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INTEGRATION
WITHOUT
INTRUSION

ADVANCED ELECTRONIC DESIGN | INVISIBLE SPEAKERS & OUTLETS | REVOLUTIONARY LED LIGHTING | MARINE GRADE CRAFTSMANSHIP
PRIVATE THEATERS & IMAX | ACOUSTIC ISOLATION | LIGHTING CONTROL | CLIMATE CONTROL | MOTORIZED WINDOW SHADES
WHOLE PROPERTY CONNECTIVITY | TELEPHONE & INTERCOM | CLOSED CIRCUIT TV CAMERAS | KEY-LESS ENTRY | POWER CONDITIONING
LIGHTNING PROTECTION | MOTORIZED WINDOW SHADES | WIRED & WIRELESS NETWORKS | 24/7/365 WORLDWIDE SERVICE
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TAILORED TO MEET
YOUR INDIVIDUAL
REQUIREMENTS
Climate Control. Window Automation.
LED Lighting Control. Simplify your lifestyle through
the comfort and convenience of automation.

Our

Climate

Control

Systems

home. This is especially true for

It’s been said that if your home

work together with our Natural

homes with many large or tall

was compared to a Picasso,

Light Control window treatments

windows or with large open spac-

your art, furniture and decor

to manage sunlight and radiant

es.

would be the canvas, the light-

heat.

ing fixtures and the type of light
Your climate wishes are pro-

you use would be the colors of

Silent, motorized window shades

grammed into each area of the

paint, and the way you control

are programmed to automatically

home, based on your usage. The

that light would be the brush-

regulate the amount of sunlight

system saves you money by pro-

strokes.

coming through any window, con-

gramming your daily patterns

fined by all three elements. We

trolling both glare and bright-

into the system control. Enter-

are experts in brush-strokes. We

ness, and keeping harmful solar

taining areas of your home are

design systems that provide just

rays off your carpeting, furniture,

set to moderate temperatures to

the right amount of light for the

valuable artwork and antiques.

minimize energy when not in use.

event or task at hand. Imagine

A masterpiece is de-

a wall-mounted keypad in your
Our systems monitor the status

All of the control is performed

kitchen. Each button is engraved

of each room to maximize your

automatically, simply and quiet-

with various lighting scenarios:

energy efficiency.

Solutions for

ly. Staying green has never been

“Day”, “Night”, “Entertain”, and

your entire home. Properly de-

easier with our endless energy

“Off”. The single touch of “Night”

signed climate and shade control

saving solutions for your entire

brings the path lights up just to

systems are required to ensure

home.

a level where sleep eyes can see

the comfort and efficiency of any
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without blinding you with light.
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AN ENTERTAINMENT
EXPERIENCE
UNLIKE ANY OTHER
Enjoy the world’s most premium and immerse
entertainment experience from the luxury of your home.

Performance Imaging takes your
dreams from design, to construction techniques, to the installation of the finest equipment
available.
We provide custom cabinetry,
acoustical treatments, automated draperies, lighting control,
theater seating, interior design,
theater theme art and even the
traditional popcorn maker and of
course, all the audio and video.

Imagine being able to experience

films in IMAX for the first time, the

all your favorite movies, televi-

IMAX Private Theatre sets a new

sion, sports, music and gaming in

benchmark for the ultra-premium

IMAX.

home theatre market, delivering
a truly exclusive and complete

Modelled after IMAX’s state-of-

end-to-end experience designed

the-art private screening room

for the ultimate home.

The perfect image, the perfect
sound, the perfect environment
for years to come. Available in
the comfort and convenience of
your own home.

in Santa Monica where leading filmmakers such as Christo-

Beyond IMAX, we also offer Private

pher Nolan, James Cameron and

Theaters and Media Rooms built

JJ Abrams come to review their

specifically for your residence.
A Private Theater is a wonderful way to relax with your family
without the hassle of a trip to the
multiplex. Our Private Theater designs let you experience what the
movie’s director intended.
It doesn’t just stop at movies.
From major sporting events to
concerts and enjoying the latest next generation of gaming
in awe-inspiring 4k Resolution,
a Media Room / Private Theater
takes any entertainment to the
next level. Why settle for less.
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FULL CONNECTIVITY
& PEACE OF MIND

As one of the world’s leading systems integration companies. Our
experienced designers, technicians, acoustical consultants, and
craftspeople combine the best of
the latest digital technology with
old world care.
From concept to implementation, we integrate complexity into
amazing. Whether you are building a new home or adding electronics to an existing build, we
ensure the highest level of craftsmanship.
As a full service technology pro-

With our state of the art Wired & Wireless whole
property connectivity, the world is now as close as
your home or office. Right at your fingertips.

vider, we take responsibility and
encompass all aspects of system
design, project management, installation & service.

Whenever

you need us, we’ll be there.

PI Network Technology uses Enterprise quality components built
from the ground up to ensure
high performance and reliability.
In fact, with our unique Network
Operations Center, we monitor
your network remotely. That enables us to handle the majority of
all service required without ever
dispatching a technician to your
home.
We know that your network is used
most from 5pm to 8am weekdays
and on weekends.

That’s why

we’re staffed during these hours.
If we do have to send a technician
to your home, they’ll be your personal technician who knows you
and your system.
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SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
ADVANCED ELECTRONIC DESIGN
INVISIBLE SPEAKERS & OUTLETS
LED LIGHTING CONTROL
MARINE GRADE CRAFTSMANSHIP
LUXURY YACHT INTEGRATION
PRIVATE THEATERS & IMAX
ACOUSTIC ISOLATION
LIGHTING CONTROL
CLIMATE CONTROL
MOTORIZED WINDOW SHADES
WHOLE PROPERTY CONNECTIVITY
TELEPHONE & INTERCOM
VIDEO CONFERENCING
CLOSED CIRCUIT TV CAMERAS
KEYLESS ENTRY
POWER CONDITIONING
LIGHTNING PROTECTION
WIRED & WIRELESS NETWORKS
24/7/365 WORLDWIDE SERVICE
REGISTERED AIA CEU INSTRUCTORS

SALES 203.504.5200
SALES@PI-MAIL.NET
SERVICE 203.504.5299
SERVICE@PI-MAIL.NET
PERFORMANCEIMAGING.NET
550 WEST AVENUE
STAMFORD CT 06902

YOUR
COMPLETE
TECHNOLOGY
ADVOCATE
LET’S BEGIN TODAY
CALL FOR A COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION

